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GLOBAL REVEAL OF RENAULT KIGER IN INDIA ON
JANUARY 28
New Delhi; January 5, 2021: After generating a lot of exhilaration with the showcase of the Renault
KIGER Showcar, Group Renault will be globally premiering the eagerly awaited Renault KIGER in
India on January 28, 2021. Slated to revolutionise the B-SUV segment in India, Renault KIGER is a
Stunning, Smart and Sporty offering to be first launched in India, followed by other markets.
Renault KIGER has already made a strong impression for its distinctive styling, which is sporty,
masculine and modern. Built on the CMFA+ Platform, Renault KIGER will come loaded with several smart
attributes and features which will include some best-in-class offerings that will complement the design
and styling of the car. Renault KIGER will be powered by an all new turbo engine and will offer an
exciting drive.
Renault KIGER will be the latest in the line of revolutionary products launched by Renault in India.
Just like DUSTER, KWID AND TRIBER, KIGER will also change the dynamics in its segment and will be
yet another game changer from Renault. Renault KIGER will be launched in the B-segment which
accounts for more than 50% of the total industry sales and will be instrumental in growing Renault’s
presence across the country.
A collaboration between the Corporate design teams in France and Renault India design, Renault KIGER
will be the third global car from Groupe Renault to be launched in India first, followed by other
markets.
ABOUT RENAULT
Renault India Pvt. Ltd. is a fully owned subsidiary of Renault S.A.S. France. Renault India cars are manufactured in
the manufacturing facility located in Oragadam, Chennai, with a capacity of 480,000 units per annum. Renault India
also has a widespread presence of more than 415 sales and 475+ service touchpoints, which include 200+ Workshop
On Wheels locations across the country, with benchmark sales and service quality.
Renault India’s product line up and services have seen strong recognition among customers and industry experts
alike, winning more than 60 titles, making Renault India one of the most awarded automotive brands in a single year
in India. The Renault KWID has already bagged 32 awards, including 10 ‘Car of the Year’ Awards.
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